ENABLING PERSONAL MOBILITY ACROSS THE LIFE SPAN

IN COLLABORATION WITH AGING 2.0

September 23, 2014
AGENDA

5:30 - 5:50  Networking
5:50 - 6:20  Design Challenge Kick-off Welcome
  Katy Fike and Stephen Johnston, Aging 2.0 and Ken Smith, Stanford Center on Longevity
6:20 - 7:30  Thought Leader Presentations
  Shellie Pfohl, U.S. President’s Council of Fitness, Sports and Nutrition and Leila Takayama, World Economic Forum Global Agenda Council on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
7:30 – 8:00 Ideation Workshop Senior User Insights Panel
  Lauren Grieco, Stanford Center on Longevity and Workshop Panel
8:00 - 8:30  Wrap-up and Networking Reception

Thanks to our sponsors:

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Technology & Marketing Partners

#movedesign, #scldesign
www.facebook.com/RedesignLongLife
longevity3.stanford.edu/designchallenge2015